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Abstract. The Alzheimer center of the VU University Medical Center opened in 2000 and was initiated to combine both
patient care and research. Together, to date, all patients forming the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort number almost 6,000
individuals. In this cohort profile, we provide an overview of the results produced based on the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort.
We describe the main results over the years in each of these research lines: 1) early diagnosis, 2) heterogeneity, and 3) vascular
factors. Among the most important research efforts that have also impacted patients’ lives and/or the research field, we count
the development of novel, easy to use diagnostic measures such as visual rating scales for MRI and the Amsterdam IADL
Questionnaire, insight in different subgroups of AD, and findings on incidence and clinical sequelae of microbleeds. Finally,
we describe in the outlook how our research endeavors have improved the lives of our patients.
Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, dementia, diagnosis, heterogeneity, mild cognitive
impairment, prognosis, vascular factors

BACKGROUND
The Alzheimer center of the VU University Medical Center (VUmc) opened in 2000 and combines
both patient care and research. Since its founding,
it has been directed by Professor Philip Scheltens.
When the center opened its doors in 2000, the
Alzheimer world looked entirely different than now.
Neuroimaging, notably MRI, had only been recently
introduced, enabling visualization of atrophy and
vascular pathology in greater detail [1]. Diagnosis
was entirely based on clinical criteria and a definite
diagnosis could only be made postmortem [2]. The
field became aware that Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
develops gradually, and the concept of mild cogni∗ Correspondence to: Wiesje M. van der Flier, Alzheimer Center, Room PK -1 Z 44, VU University Medical Center, de Boelelaan
1118, 1081 HZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Tel.: +31 0 20
4440816; Fax: +31 0 20 4440715; E-mail: wm.vdflier@vumc.nl.

tive impairment (MCI) as a transitional or at risk
stage had recently been introduced [3]. This was the
time when the first (and still only available) drugs like
the cholinesterase inhibitors and memantine had been
approved and were used globally. This was also the
time that with the development of cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) biomarkers, in vivo measurement of amyloid-␤
(A␤) and tau was finally becoming a reality, a reality
which would deeply affect the field.
At the VUmc Alzheimer center, patient care and
research have always gone hand in hand. And this
founding principle is still at the core of our existence. We perform all investigations necessary for
a diagnostic workup of dementia in one day. Each
week, we see 12 patients in three so-called screeningdays. The diagnostic workup includes medical and
neurological investigation by a neurologist, assessment of vital functions, informant based history and
assessment of needs by a specialized dementia nurse,
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Table 1
Standardized clinical workup, rating scales, and cognitive test battery
Category

Domain

Name of test or questionnaire

Clinical evaluation

Anamnesis

Anamnesis, evaluation of complaints
Medical history
Family history
Alcohol intake, smoking, drugs
Weight, height, waist
Blood pressure
Mini-Mental State Examination
Visual association task (VAT)
Dutch version of the Rey Auditory Verbal
Learning Test (RAVLT)
Digit span forward
Trail Making Test (TMT) A
Stroop colour word test I and II
Trail Making Test (TMT) B
Digit span backwards
Stroop colour-word test III
Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB)
Letter Fluency Test (version D-A-T)
Category fluency animals
Visual association test – ‘naming’
Fragmented letters (VOSP: Visual Objective
and Space Perception)
Number location (VOSP)
Dot Counting (VOSP)
Rey Complex Figure Copy task
Amsterdam IADL questionnaire
Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI)

Cognitive tests

Physical
measurements
Global cognition
Memory

Attention

Executive
functioning

Language
Visuo-spatial
functioning

Activities of daily living
Behavioral and psychological

IADL
Behavioral
changes
Depressive
symptoms

neuropsychological investigation, brain magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), electroencephalogram
(EEG), standard labs and lumbar puncture (see
Table 1 for overview of rating scales and cognitive test
battery). In addition, we ask all patients for informed
consent to store their clinical data in a database
with the goal to use these data to answer research
questions and for the storage of biomaterial (blood
(serum/plasma), DNA, CSF) in our biobank. We see
many of our patients on an annual basis and have
tailored follow up programs for subjects with subjective cognitive decline (SCD), MCI and patients with
AD, frontotemporal dementia (FTD), and dementia
with Lewy bodies (DLB), consisting of medical examination, neuropsychological tests, and care
interview. As neuropathology is a hugely important source of information, we collaborate with the
Dutch Brain Bank and discuss the possibility of
brain donation with our patients. The local Medical
Ethics Committee has approved a general protocol for biobanking and using the clinical data for
research purposes. Together, all these patients form
the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, which includes

Geriatric Depression Scale

Table 2
Demographic characteristics of Amsterdam Dementia Cohort
2017
N
Gender, F
Age, years
Age, ≤65 years
MMSE
Availability:
MRI
EEG
Biomaterial (CSF, blood, DNA)
APOE status

5,960
2,586 (43%)
64 ± 10
3,354 (56%)
24 ± 5
4,565 (77%)
4,969 (83%)
4,137 (69%)
5,242 (88%)

Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation or n (%). The
Amsterdam Dementia Cohort is the ongoing study attached to the
memory clinic of the VUmc Alzheimer center. Numbers presented
were derived from the database in September 2017.

to date almost 6,000 individuals (Table 2; Fig. 1).
The associated biobank includes material from over
4,000 individuals. The Amsterdam Dementia Cohort,
which is a heterogeneous and ongoing, clinically
based, memory clinic cohort, has been at the basis of
much of the research output of the VUmc Alzheimer
center [4].
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Fig. 1. The pie charts show initial diagnoses in the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, according to age-at-onset. The pie charts are based on 5,960
patients who formed the Amsterdam Dementia cohort in September 2017. At younger age, the most frequent diagnosis is SCD, followed by
AD. In the older age group, AD and MCI are the two most frequent diagnoses. Due to the relatively young age of the patients visiting our
center, more rare diagnoses such as frontotemporal dementia are relatively frequent. AD, probable and possible Alzheimer’s disease; VaD,
vascular dementia; FTLD, frontotemporal lobar degeneration, includes both behavioral variant FTD and primary progressive aphasia; DLB,
dementia with Lewy bodies; Dementia other include other types of dementia such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, corticobasal degeneration,
progressive supranuclear palsy, and alcohol dementia; MCI, mild cognitive impairment.

In 2000, the main questions in the field were: how
can we make an early and reliable diagnosis (in fact:
how can we determine the presence of AD pathology
in vivo)? In addition, there was a lot of interest in the
joint observation of neurodegenerative and vascular
disease, which, though commonly observed, was still
not explained. Finally, we were really interested in
the remarkable clinical manifestations that we sometimes observed, particularly in younger patients. Was
something going on in these specific subgroups? Due
to the set-up of the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort,
research efforts of the VUmc Alzheimer center have
a firm basis in clinical challenges. Our four main
research lines are the following: 1) Early diagnosis. We attempt to find novel methods to make an
accurate and early diagnosis of AD and other types
of dementia. In this research line, we also position
the studies into MCI and SCD, which represent the
shift forward in the field, to increasingly early disease
stages. 2) Heterogeneity in clinical manifestation. In
this line, we take differences among individuals as
a starting point to understand underlying and multiple biological mechanisms that may contribute to
clinical disease. In this research, we position interindividual differences within the spectrum of AD, as
well as different types of dementia, particularly frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) and DLB. (3)
Vascular factors. This research focuses on the vascular comorbidity that is often observed in patients with
AD and also encompasses studies in vascular cognitive impairment. (4) Interventions. To date, there
is no cure for AD or any other type of dementia.

Our ultimate goal is to find a therapy to cure or
at least halt the neurodegenerative process behind
many of the dementias. Our observational studies
are based on the notion that the key to finding
therapy lies in a better understanding of the mechanisms leading to AD and other dementias. Studies
on pharmacological treatment are usually initiated
and facilitated by big pharma. The VUmc Alzheimer
center has spun-out to the Brain Research Center
(http://www.brainresearchcenter.nl), where we organize our participation in commercial clinical trials.
In doing so, we have gained a lot of expertise, and
we are asked to act as PI and provide consultancy on
trial design on a regular basis. Our own investigatorinitiated intervention studies are mostly restricted to
lifestyle interventions. In the context of this cohort
profile, we restrict our description to observational
studies (i.e., first three research lines).
Starting in 2000, and working our way through the
first two decades of the 21st millennium, the field
has seen a lot of new insights and development [5].
The Amsterdam Dementia Cohort has turned out to
be very fruitful in answering clinically relevant questions (Fig. 2). As a natural consequence of our set-up,
(almost) all patients contribute to research by providing their clinical data. The research questions we
answer, consequently have important clinical relevance. With the research results we aim to further
improve our patient care. Examples of this translational cycle are the development of MRI rating scales
for medial temporal lobe atrophy and posterior cortical atrophy (PCA), which are now used on a regular
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Fig. 2. Timeline displaying some of the most important papers based on the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort. Well before the official start of
the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, two papers on visual rating scales have proved very impactful. In later years, we have developed a third
visual rating scale and the Amsterdam IADL questionnaire. More recently, we have performed a series of studies on diagnostic value of
both CSF biomarkers and PET. Our study on CSF biomarkers in patients with Subjective Cognitive Decline was among the first to show the
relevance of these markers in cognitively healthy individuals. In the part on heterogeneity of disease, we also displayed two seminal papers
on resting state connectivity, and viewing AD as a disconnection syndrome. More recently, we described differences between subgroups
of patients in cognitive and clinical profile. In the research line vascular factors, our studies on microbleeds have contributed to the field at
the same time when interest in amyloid related imaging abnormalities swiftly became a topic of interest due to their frequent occurrence in
anti-amyloid trials.

basis in both clinical and trial settings, the observation of microbleeds on MRIs of our patients, which
now have important relevance in the setting of antiamyloid clinical trials, and the Amsterdam IADL
questionnaire, which we developed through a process of co-creation with patients and professionals.
The questionnaire better reflects activities of daily
living anno 2017, and therefore use of this scale is a
huge improvement in diagnosis of dementia.
In this cohort profile, we provide an overview of
the results produced using data from the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort. We follow the structure of
our research lines and describe the main results over
the years, ending each part with a wrap up describing what has been achieved, and which are the open
questions we are working on. Finally, we describe in
the outlook whether and how our research endeavors
have improved the lives of our patients.
EARLY DIAGNOSIS
MRI
The Amsterdam Dementia Cohort has a long
tradition of neuroimaging research. In the nineties

of the last century, even before the official start of
the VUmc Alzheimer center, Scheltens developed a
visual rating scale for atrophy of the medial temporal
lobe (MTA) [6, 7]. This was a major step forward, as
this easy to use visual rating scale performed comparably to time- and labor-intensive approaches of
volumetric measurements of brain structures such
as the hippocampus. Over the years, the MTA—or
the Scheltens scale as it became known—has gained
wide acceptance, both in observational studies and
in clinical trials. Following our observation of atrophy in the posterior parts of the brain, we developed,
together with colleagues from University College
London (UCL), a similar visual rating scale to rate
PCA [8, 9]. In the largest series to date, we visualized
how age and AD diagnosis independently affect MTA
score (additive effects) [10, 11]. By contrast, PCA
is specifically associated with AD diagnosis, while
age hardly has any effect. When we evaluated a large
group of patients with AD we frequently observed
not only MTA, but also PCA in our relatively young
group of AD patients [12]. Again, in a collaborative
study with UCL comparing a number of visual rating scales to postmortem verified diagnoses in the
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ADC and UCL cohorts, the MTA scale was the best
performing scale in diagnosing AD [13].
It is increasingly recognized that atrophy does
not occur strictly localized, but globally, in patterns.
Global atrophy discriminates patients from controls
as well. Using voxel-based morphometry (VBM), we
showed that the pattern of atrophy in patients with
early onset AD is more widespread, while in older
patients, atrophy is generally more restricted to the
medial temporal lobe [14, 15]. Both visual rating
of MTA and patterns of atrophy as estimated using
VBM are helpful to predict progression to dementia in patients with MCI [16–20]. In addition, other
quantitative MRI techniques, such as diffusion tensor imaging, resting state functional MRI (rs-fMRI)
and arterial spin labeling (ASL) were associated with
increased risk of progression to dementia [20–24].
These techniques also proved useful to distinguish
different types of dementia, although sensitivity and
specificity are far from perfect [25–29]. Extracting imaging information from different modalities
and combining these data may improve diagnostic
performance [27, 30, 31].
Taking the viewpoint that all neurons operate in
concert, rather than specific brain locations being
responsible for specific tasks, it is useful to evaluate the grey matter with a network approach. Using a
graph theoretical framework, we found that grey matter based network measures add diagnostic value to
simple measures of atrophy and have strong relations
with cognitive impairment [32–34].
In addition to its diagnostic use, MRI is useful to
track changes in the disease course over time. Rate
of atrophy increases with the course of the disease, is
related with type of dementia, and with rate of cognitive decline [17, 28, 35]. Rate of hippocampal atrophy
seems to be more predictive of incipient AD dementia
than whole brain atrophy [18]. These findings render
MRI useful as a measure to monitor disease progression and for use as a surrogate outcome measure in
trials [36].
CSF biomarkers
Around the turn of the millennium, assays to measure A␤1-42 , total tau, and tau phosphorylated at
threonine 181 (Ptau) in CSF were developed [37–39].
With this innovation, it became possible for the first
time to measure the reflection of AD neuropathology in living patients. In the years to follow, we
collected one of the largest monocenter biobanks
worldwide and used these samples to develop the
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CSF biomarkers as diagnostic markers which can be
used in clinical practice. Over the years, we published
cut-off values for each of the three biomarkers, and
observed that especially in A␤, there is an upward
drift, with optimal cut-offs increasing from 550 to 700
over the years [40–42]. Using a ratio of A␤/tau has
the advantage of combining both markers in one measure, appears to be robust for biomarker drift, as well
as to inter-laboratory variation [43]. We confirmed
good diagnostic accuracy, with a sensitivity of 94%
and specificity of 71% when a tau/A␤ ratio of 0.52
was used as cut-off [40, 43]. One of the challenges
in the use of CSF biomarkers is their harmonization,
which particularly for A␤ is a challenge [44]. As part
of an international consortium, we published consensus guidelines to standardize pre-analytical variation
and keep complication rate to a minimum [45]. In
addition, we published a short movie to instruct local
professionals how to perform a lumbar puncture [46].
As CSF biomarkers reflect ongoing AD pathology, they seem ideal candidates to track disease
progression over time. We found that there is considerable variation in biomarker levels, both within
and between samples, and therefore, when analyzing
longitudinal samples, it is of importance to measure
baseline and follow-up samples in one batch [47, 48].
Biomarker levels, particularly A␤, reach a plateau
early in the disease. Longitudinally, we found that
concentrations of all three markers increase over time,
but the differences between groups are far larger than
those within groups [49, 50]. These three diseasespecific biomarkers have optimal diagnostic value,
while other markers, such as neurofilament-light, isoprostanes, VILIP I, YLK-40, and Neurogranin, which
are less specific to the disease, seem more sensitive
for progression [50–52]. This illustrates optimal diagnostic biomarkers and prognostic biomarkers are not
necessarily the same.
In our biobank, we collect paired CSF and blood
samples. In a number of studies, we have attempted
to replicate findings of mostly large epidemiological studies, or innovative panels of blood-based
biomarkers based on highly selected patient groups,
and repeatedly found that blood-based markers were
not useful for diagnostic purposes [53–56]. Nonetheless, a blood-based biomarker or panel of biomarkers
remains the holy grail of AD diagnosis. Such a bloodbased test could be used as a pre-screener in memory
clinics or even in the primary care setting, when
in the future, disease-modifying treatment becomes
available. With the development of novel, highly
sensitive assays, a new era seems to have arrived,
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where it may become possible to identify blood-based
biomarkers.
Positron emission tomography (PET)
Among the most important discoveries of the
past decades, is the development of amyloid-PET.
More or less simultaneously, two tracers which
claimed to selectively bind to amyloid were developed; Pittsburgh Compound-B ([11 C] PIB) and
2-(1-[57]ethylidene) malononitrile ([18 F] FDDNP)
[57, 58]. With the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort,
we set out to perform a head to head comparison, and found that ([11 C] PIB outperformed [18 F]
FDDNP in group discrimination [59, 60]. [11 C] PIB
seemed more specific for amyloid pathology, based
on stronger correlations with A␤ in CSF, while [18 F]
FDDNP was related to CSF tau [61]. Of note, correlations with memory performance were in the same
order of magnitude for both tracers, although specific
correlations differed [62].
In a small study, we used (R)-[11 C]verapamil and
PET to estimate blood-brain barrier function, and
found increased binding in AD patients compared
to age-matched controls, providing the first in vivo
evidence for compromised blood-brain barrier function in AD [63]. The modest effect size of the group
differences did not suggest this marker to be of
use in the context of diagnosis. Similarly, we used
(R)-[11 C]PK11195 and PET to measure microglial
activation, and although we observed increased
inflammation in AD, effect sizes did not suggest
clinical usefulness with the current tracer [64].
EEG and MEG
According to the set-up of the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, we perform EEG as part of our routine
diagnostic workup. Based on a simple visual EEG
rating of the presence of diffuse and/or focal abnormalities of more than one thousand memory clinic
patients, we found that a normal EEG argues for
SCD or psychiatric diagnosis; an EEG with only focal
abnormalities supports MCI, an EEG with only diffuse abnormalities argues for AD, and an EEG with
both focal and diffuse abnormalities argues for DLB,
vascular dementia (VaD), or AD [65, 66]. Overlap
between groups is considerable though. The observation of epileptiform discharges as determined by
visual rating of a routine EEG is rare and nonspecific in our memory clinic cohort [67]. Comparing the

power spectra, we observe in AD patients more slow
wave activity (higher delta and theta) and less fast
activity (lower alpha and beta power) than controls
[68].
In addition to EEG, we have magnetoencephalogram (MEG) available for a subset of patients. MEG
allows detailed spatial resolution and is especially
suitable for functional connectivity analyses [69].
Using MEG, we have shown loss of communication
between different functional brain regions, change
in information flow, and slowing of hippocampal
activity in AD [70–74]. We have recently implemented MEG in our diagnostic workup, and are
currently evaluating the feasibility and usefulness of
this approach.
Diagnostic value
In particular, the advent of methods to measure
amyloid and tau in CSF and amyloid PET has had
an important impact on the field. Studies comparing groups from the ADC as well as others showed
reliable differences on a group level, but for these
measures to be implemented in clinical practice, it is
of the utmost importance to know how the markers
behave in clinical practice, and how the clinician values their information [75]. The highly standardized
organization of the diagnostic workup of the VUmc
Alzheimer center has proven very useful to evaluate
the diagnostic value of both CSF and PET [76–78].
For each of these studies, we took as outcome measures 1) change in diagnosis, 2) change in confidence
in diagnosis, and 3) change in patient management.
The studies differed in the diagnostic tool under study
and the population under study.
To evaluate the diagnostic value of CSF biomarkers, we retrospectively compared profiles of biomarkers in almost 1,200 patients from the Amsterdam
Dementia Cohort, and confirmed that CSF A␤42 ,
t-tau, and p-tau are useful in differential dementia
diagnosis. In DLB, FTLD, VaD, and corticobasal
degeneration, however, a substantial group exhibit a
CSF AD biomarker profile [79]. Subsequently, we
prospectively evaluated the use of CSF biomarkers
during one year [76]. We offered lumbar puncture
to all patients presenting at our memory clinic, and
performed a lumbar puncture in 80% of patients. Disclosure of CSF results to the neurologist led to a
change in diagnosis in 7%, there was a significant
increase in diagnostic confidence from 84% to 89%
(p < 0.001), and consequences in patient management
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were noted in 13% of patients with CSF, compared to
15% because of the unavailability of CSF (e.g., PET).
We evaluated the use of molecular imaging using
PET in a first study paired [18 F] FDG and [11 C]
PIB in 154 mixed memory clinic patients [77]. PET
results led to a change in diagnosis in 23% of patients.
This only occurred when prior diagnostic certainty
was <90%. Diagnostic confidence increased from
71 ± 17% before to 87 ± 16% after PET (p < 0.001).
As [18 F] amyloid tracers improve the applicability
of amyloid PET in clinical practice, we performed
a follow-up study to evaluate diagnostic value of
[18 F] Flutemetamol in 211 patients with a differential
diagnosis of early onset dementia [78]. After disclosure of PET results, 19% diagnoses changed. Overall,
diagnostic confidence increased from 69 ± 12% to
88 ± 15% after disclosing PET results (p < 0.001). In
37%, PET results led to a change in patient management; predominantly the initiation of AD medication
in case of amyloid positivity.
Concordance between amyloid as measured using
CSF and PET is good, with 84%, providing convergent validity for the use of both types of biomarkers
as measures of AD pathology [41]. Although at first
sight, it seems as though the ratio of A␤ and tau
has better concordance with amyloid-PET than CSFamyloid alone, this can actually be explained by the
fact that discordance is mostly seen in MCI and AD
patients close to the cut-point of CSF A␤. This can be
solved by choosing a higher cut-point of CSF A␤ and
may actually demonstrate a sub-optimal cut-point of
CSF A␤.
We have not performed a similar study on diagnostic value of MRI measures, as MRI is an integral
part of routine diagnostic workup and integrated in
all available routine guidelines. As such, it is not feasible to establish diagnoses first without, and then
with knowledge on MRI results, like we did for CSF
and PET, both still in a research phase. Nonetheless,
we have retrospectively evaluated diagnostic performance of visual rating scales in the largest set of
memory clinic patients to date, and found that age
and diagnosis both affect the scores on visual rating scales [11]. In addition, within the context of
the Geneva Road Map endeavor, MTA rating and
volumetric assessment of hippocampal atrophy were
shown to be at the most developed stage compared
to all other biomarkers. Remaining issues include
cost-effectiveness and compliance in various settings (outside academia) and comparison of different
protocols [80].
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Contrary to the study on diagnostic value of CSF
biomarkers, where we evaluated an unselected memory clinic cohort, for amyloid PET until now we
have evaluated selected research populations. As a
next step, we are currently performing a study where
we offer amyloid PET to all patients presenting at
our memory clinic [81]. This will allow to evaluate
the diagnostic value in an unbiased way and help to
validate and refine the appropriate use criteria, that
have until now been based on experience opinion,
rather than empirical evidence. In addition, we have
now made a start to obtain the view of patients and
caregivers with respect to diagnostic testing and the
communication of these results [82–84]. In view of the
dawning future with available disease modifying medication, the topic of shared decision making is highly
timely in the context of diagnostic testing for AD.
These studies have been key to the development
of the research criteria for AD by the International
Working Group (IWG) led by Bruno Dubois, Feldman, and Scheltens [85–87].
Functional decline
Problems with everyday functioning, i.e., instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) is a key
symptom and defining diagnostic criterion for any
type of dementia. As in the Amsterdam Dementia
Cohort, we see a fairly young population, we stumbled into the fact that virtually every IADL scale
available, was decades old and hence not aligned
with today’s everyday activities (including computers, internet use, remote controls, mobile phones,
etc.). In addition, a review of available IADL scales
revealed that virtually none of the available scales
had adequate test characteristics in terms of reliability and validity [88]. We set out to develop a novel
instrument to measure IADL, the Amsterdam-IADLQuestionnaire (A-IADL-Q) in a computerized,
adaptive way with input from patients and caregivers,
professionals, and researchers [89, 90]. In the years
to follow, we have demonstrated the A-IADL-Q to
have sufficient reliability and validity, good diagnostic value, and sensitive to capture changes over
time [89, 91, 92]. We now have developed a shorter
and thus more user-friendly version, that nonetheless maintained its favorable psychometric qualities
[93]. The A-IADL-Q can be used in clinical practice
and also in research settings—particularly as outcome measure in intervention studies attempting to
have a beneficial effect on progression of the disease.
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FROM DIAGNOSIS TO PROGNOSIS
Mild cognitive impairment
The group of patients with MCI constitutes roughly
10% of the total ADC. Even though relatively small,
it has been a very important group from the start.
Both from a clinical and from a research perspective,
patients with MCI are very relevant. In the course of
three years follow-up, roughly half of them will show
progression to dementia, most often due to AD, while
the other half remains clinically stable. During the
past two decades, a large number of studies have been
published to evaluate predictive value of diagnostic
markers for progression to (AD) dementia in MCI
patients.
MRI measures of atrophy, particularly the medial
temporal lobe, but also more extended into the cortex,
are associated with an increased risk of progression to dementia [16, 17, 94, 95]. Although baseline
whole brain volume is predictive of incipient AD,
we observed that rate of whole brain atrophy over
time is strongly associated with an increased risk of
progression to dementia [35].
When we analyzed visual rating scales in a sample
of more than 150 MCI patients with clinical followup, we found atrophy of the medial temporal lobe to
be associated with an increased risk of AD dementia,
while markers of small vessel disease (white matter
hyperintensities (WMH), microbleeds) are associated
with an increased risk of non-AD dementia (mainly
VaD) [19]. When we repeated these analyses in a
larger sample, we found that MTA had modest predictive value of progression to dementia, while WMH
did not predict progression to dementia [11].
Measures of brain activity using rs-fMRI, ASL,
and EEG show that MCI patients have functional
connectivity values in between AD dementia and
controls, but predictive value of these measures
seems limited [22–24, 96]. Combining modalities
may improve their predictive value. Alternatively,
these functional measures show changes later on in
the disease cascade and have more value in monitoring disease progression in the dementia stage, when
many of the conventional measures have reached
bottom or ceiling levels.
CSF biomarkers have strong predictive value for
predicting progression to AD dementia, with predictive value of CSF tau being highest in our sample
[97, 98]. Injury markers CSF-tau and medial temporal
lobe atrophy are associated with rate of progression
to AD dementia [99, 100]. The different biomark-

ers capture different aspects of the disease, and
hence combining measures from different modalities further improves classification. In a recent study,
we developed prognostic risk models that attribute
probabilities for dementia risk after one year and
after three years based on specific CSF and/or MRI
measures for a patient with a given age, gender and
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [101]. This
paper provides a framework that allows to think about
a future of precision medicine, taking biomarkers to
the individual level.
Using [11 C] PIB, we found amyloid load and
hypometabolism to be related to cognitive decline
over time. Moreover, in MCI patients, we observed
an increase in amyloid load over time [102, 103].
Subjective cognitive decline
With the shifting interest to ever earlier stages of
the disease, individuals with SCD became a population of interest [104]. Roughly one quarter of the
patients visiting our memory clinic worry about their
memory. Yet, after thorough investigation, they are
diagnosed as cognitively normal, i.e., SCD. In one
of the earliest studies on this topic, we demonstrated
that SCD patients are more often APOE ε4 positive
than individuals from the general population [105].
Most patients presenting with SCD at a memory clinic
do not harbor AD or any other neurodegenerative disease. Yet, a minority of these individuals may actually
subjectively experience subtle decline, which cannot
yet be captured on routine clinical testing. The question is how to identify those individuals with SCD
that are at risk of clinical progression.
In a study following individuals with SCD over
time, we found that abnormal CSF biomarkers, particularly concentrations of A␤, are associated with
subsequent decline to MCI or dementia [106]. In a
subsequent study, we classified patients according to
the proposed stages of preclinical AD and found that
SCD patients fulfilling biomarker criteria for stage 1
and 2 preclinical AD showed decline in memory and
executive functions in the years to follow. By contrast,
in SCD patients with normal biomarkers or suspected
non-Alzheimer’s pathophysiology (elevated tau, but
normal A␤ levels), a slight improvement in cognition
over time was visible, illustrating the negative predictive value of these markers. These results prompted us
to use SCD as a model to study preclinical AD. This
population could be of the utmost help to answer the
question which markers predict clinical progression,
but also study the cascade of events from cogni-
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tively normal to dementia. In follow-up studies, we
found that CSF concentrations of ApoE and ApoA1
were associated with incipient clinical progression,
particularly in APOE ε4 carriers, suggesting that
these proteins have a role in the early stages of AD
[107, 108].
On MRI, we found that both atrophy of the medial
temporal lobe as well as severe WMH are associated with clinical progression [109, 110]. Finally, we
observed on EEG, that with amyloid positive individuals with SCD, slowing of oscillatory brain activity
is related to rate of clinical progression [111].
CLINICAL MANIFESTATION
There is large heterogeneity in clinical manifestation of dementia. Some of this variation is attributable
to different types of dementia presenting with a different clinical syndrome, but even within AD there is
large variation.
Subgroups of AD
The first and most salient symptom of AD is
episodic memory impairment. Nonetheless, there are
also patients who have a non-memory presentation.
Extreme forms of such non-memory presentations
include PCA, logopenic variant AD, or the behavioral/dysexecutive variant [112–114]. These extreme
phenotypes are relatively rare, and in our Amsterdam
Dementia Cohort we observed that also within the
regular spectrum AD there is phenotypic variation.
Therefore, we systematically analyzed phenotypic
heterogeneity in AD in terms of brain structure, function, and amyloid deposition, taking age-at-onset as
a starting point. In addition, we evaluated the effect
of APOE genotype on phenotype.
In an early study we went back to patient files to
evaluate presenting complaints, and found that older
patients almost invariably present with memory problems, but by contrast, almost one out of three of the
younger AD patients presented with non-memory
problems, such as problems in visuo-spatial functions, language, or executive functions [115]. In a
follow-up study, we compared older and younger AD
patients and found that the neuropsychological profiles almost mirrored each other, with memory being
most prominently impaired in older patients, but relatively spared in the younger AD patients (Fig. 3)
[116]. On MRI, atrophy of the medial temporal lobe
is the most salient characteristic. When we compared
older and younger AD patients with age-matched
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Fig. 3. Mean neuropsychological Z-scores by age at onset of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Note that this is a comparison of different groups of patients, hence average cognitive performance
is impaired, and the bars show relative sparing or more prominent impairment per subgroup. The x-axis shows the five cognitive
domains: memory, language, visuo-spatial functioning, executive
functioning and attention. The y-axis shows the mean z-scores for
patients with early onset AD (n = 81, 60 ± 4 years, 54% F, MMSE:
20 ± 5; green bars) and late onset AD (n = 91, 72 ± 5 years, 52%
F, MMSE: 21 ± 5; blue bars). Univariate analyses of variance with
age at onset as between-subject factor and sex and education as
covariates showed that early onset patients performed worse than
late onset patients on visuo-spatial functioning (p < 0.01), executive functioning (p < 0.001) and attention (p < 0.01). Late onset
patients performed worse on memory, although not significantly
(p = 0.11). This figure is based on one published in Smits et al.
[116], reprinted with permission from IOS Press.

controls using VBM, we found that atrophy in late
onset patients was most prominent in the (medial)
temporal lobe [14, 15]. In patients with early onset,
however, we found far more widespread atrophy, in
the hippocampus, temporal lobes, precuneus, cingulate gyrus, and frontal cortex. In a direct comparison,
we found that younger patients have more severe
precuneus atrophy, despite their younger age. When
we analyzed associations with cognitive impairment,
we found that within a large group of AD patients,
atrophy of the medial temporal lobe was associated with worse performance on memory, language,
and attention tasks, while atrophy of the posterior
cortex was associated with worse performance on
visuospatial and executive functioning [12]. Subsequently, we analyzed differences in brain activity as
assessed using EEG and found that early onset AD
patients and APOE ε4 negative patients show more
severe slowing of the EEG, especially in the posterior
regions of the brain [66, 68, 117]. When we categorized a large group of AD patients based on the
presence of focal and/or diffuse EEG abnormalities
and compared the cognitive profiles, we observed that
patients with a normal EEG had a typical memory
profile of cognitive impairment [118]. Patients who
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displayed both focal and diffuse abnormalities displayed a non-memory cognitive profile. These results
show that variation in brain activity links to cognitive
profile.
When we compared CSF A␤ between older and
younger patients, we found that early and late onset
AD patients had similarly low levels of A␤. Discriminatory value seems better in younger patients, but
this is attributable to younger controls having higher
concentrations of A␤ than older controls. In view of
the limited associations between amyloid burden and
severity of disease, limited associations with phenotypic variation could be expected. Indeed, when
we used [11 C]PIB PET to estimate global amyloidburden in younger and older AD patients, we found
no differences between groups [119]. However, when
we looked at the regional distribution of amyloid we
found a subtle difference, with younger AD patients
having a higher amyloid load in the parietal cortex than older patients. We found a similar effect
when we compared AD subgroups based on APOE ε4
genotypes, with ε4 noncarriers having more frontal
amyloid binding [120].
Together these studies point toward meaningful
heterogeneity in AD, which is not restricted to a few
atypical cases, but rather is subtly evident throughout the entire spectrum of patients. We observe
heterogeneity in terms of cognition, brain structure
and function, and even amyloid deposition, and can
link this to age-at-onset and APOE genotype [121,
122]. All these studies took a top-down approach
to define subgroups. It is quite unlikely, however,
that age-at-onset determines phenotype. Rather, there
is probably some underlying characteristic or set of
characteristics that influences both age-at-onset and
other phenotypic characteristics. In our next studies,
we took a bottom-up approach and identified different cognitive subtypes, based on cognitive data
[123, 124]. Furthermore, we found that group membership was related to demographic and biologic
variables, with atypical AD patients being younger,
more often APOE ε4 negative, showing a relatively
spared hippocampus, but more posterior atrophy.
Rate of progression
For patients, a diagnosis of AD is not the end of a
process, but rather the beginning of the rest of their
disease. After they have learned what their diagnosis
is and that curative therapy is not available, the third
question patients often ask in the consulting room
is “doctor, what can I expect”. And this question is

still very difficult to answer. By definition, patients
with dementia show decline over time. But the rate
of decline varies widely between individuals.
We found that younger patients, particularly when
APOE ε4 negative, show faster cognitive decline, particularly on the non-memory cognitive domains [125,
126]. In line with these findings, younger patients
and APOE ε4 negative patients were also prone to a
higher rate of whole brain atrophy [127]. Taking CSF
biomarkers as a starting point, we found that none
of the CSF biomarkers was associated with baseline
MMSE, but patients with strongly elevated tau without proportionally elevated ptau were at risk of faster
rate of cognitive decline [128]. Finally, we found that
AD patients with lower cerebral blood flow, particularly in posterior regions, are prone to faster cognitive
decline [129].
When we used mortality as an outcome measure, we found that the risk of mortality is strongly
increased in younger patients compared to agematched controls, while the risk of mortality is only
modestly increased in older patients [130]. Looking
at MRI, both WMH and microbleeds were associated with increased risk of mortality, while after age
adjustment, the effect of atrophy lost significance
[131]. When we took an opposite approach, taking
short survival (<2 years after diagnosis) as a starting
point, we found that short survival is relatively common (approximately 13% of our cohort) and occurs
in all different types of dementia, with overrepresentation of non-AD dementia’s like Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease, VaD, and FTD [132].
Frontotemporal dementia
Accurate biomarkers for FTD still are not available. In younger patients, FTD is the second most
common cause of dementia and hence the differential
diagnosis between FTD and AD is an important challenge. Ruling out AD has become possible by using
AD sensitive and specific CSF and PET biomarkers,
but ruling in FTD, especially in the distinction with
psychiatric disorders remains a challenge. Within
the broader spectrum of the Amsterdam Dementia
Cohort, the Late Onset Frontal Lobe study aims to
evaluate the spectrum of etiologies underlying late
onset frontal syndrome and to discern bvFTD from
the broadest clinically relevant differential diagnosis
including psychiatric disorders [133]. We found that
bvFTD patients show more subcortical atrophy and
diminished integrity of white matter tracts than AD
patients, illustrating that FTD may be viewed even
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more as a fronto-subcortical network disease [26, 27].
This is further corroborated by our observation of
disease specific gray matter network changes, when
comparing bvFTD with AD patients, which were
moreover associated with cognitive deficits [134].
These studies show that combining modalities, and
perhaps also using repeated MRI can be of help to
differentiate bvFTD from AD [28, 31]. Using MRI
and FDG PET, we showed a good diagnostic accuracy for the combination of MRI and [18 F]FDG-PET
for bvFTD in patients with late onset behavioral
changes [135]. MRI had a sensitivity of 70% with
a specificity of 93%. Additional [18 F]FDG-PET had
a sensitivity of 90% with a specificity of 68%. The
sensitivity of combined neuroimaging was 96% with
a specificity of 73%. In an attempt to find more specific biomarkers for the distinction between FTD
and psychiatric disorders we found that the combination of Neurofilament light, ptau/tau ratio, and
YKL 40 had a sensitivity of 91% at a specificity of
83% with an AUC of 0.94 for bvFTD [136]. Further
research concentrates on the longitudinal behavioral
changes and specific psychiatric changes in FTD versus psychiatric disorders.
Dementia with Lewy bodies
DLB is the second most degenerative cause of
dementia. We have shown more diffuse slow wave
activity and frontal intermittent delta activity rated
visually in DLB patients compared to AD patients
[137]. EEG changes have now been incorporated in
the DLB criteria [138, 139]. We have shown that
roughly half of patients with DLB is positive for AD
biomarkers [79]. Comparing AD biomarker positive
to AD biomarker negative DLB patients, we found
that this additional pathology affects clinical presentation, in terms of worse memory performance and
more frequent hallucinations, higher rate of nursing home admittance and shorter survival [140].
DLB-specific CSF biomarkers have until now not
been successful. In an early study, we measured
alpha-synuclein and were not able to discriminate
between groups, although we found some associations between alpha-synuclein concentration and
cognitive performance in DLB [141]. We are currently evaluating novel assays for alpha-synuclein
which may provide more sensitive and specific measures for alpha-synucleopathy. To date, the most
specific measure for DLB is the DAT scan. Nonetheless, initial DAT scans may also be negative. In a
small series of initially DAT-negative DLB patients,
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we showed that this does not preclude DLB, as DAT
scan may become positive a year later [142].
Disease course in types of dementia
Based on the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, we
have been able to compare different types of dementia
with respect to disease course. In terms of mortality, and adjusted for age, we found that AD seemed
to have the most benign course, with a fourfold
increased mortality risk compared to controls [130].
DLB and VaD (frequently seen at older age) and
FTLD and ‘other dementias’ (often found at younger
age) had a six- to eightfold increased mortality
risk. When we took patients with a rapid disease
course (mortality within two years) as starting point,
we found that short survival is relatively common
(approximately 13% in our cohort) and occurs in all
different types of dementia, with overrepresentation
of non-AD dementias like Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease,
VaD, and FTD [132]. Comparing trajectories of cognitive decline across different types of dementia, we
found that during follow-up, DLB patients showed
decline in every cognitive domain except language
and global cognition [143]. Patients with bvFTD
showed rapid decline in memory, language, attention,
and executive functioning whereas visuospatial functioning remained fairly stable. VaD showed decline
in attention and executive functioning.

VASCULAR FACTORS
AD pathology and vascular pathology, particularly
small vessel disease, often occur together. It is not
yet clear whether the two types of pathology occur
simultaneously but independently, whether one type
of pathology triggers the other, or whether they are
in fact two sides of the same coin. MRI measures
of small vessel disease include WMH, lacunes, and
microbleeds.
White matter hyperintensities
MRI studies into vascular factors of AD started
with WMH. The observation of WMH on MRI of
AD patients was one of the first descriptions of heterogeneity in AD in the nineties of the last century
[144]. In this period, Scheltens developed a scale to
rate periventricular and deep WMH [145]. A number
of studies with respect to WMH have been performed
in the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort. In a group of AD
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patients, we found associations between WMH volume and mental speed [146]. And in SCD and MCI,
we found that severe WMH are associated with clinical progression, albeit not with a large effect size
[19, 109].
Microbleeds
For a long time, microbleeds were regarded as
innocent observations. At the beginning of the new
millennium, we counted microbleeds in the Amsterdam Dementia Cohort, and found that microbleeds
are more common in patients with AD or MCI than
in controls [147]. Microbleeds are thought to be
expressions of underlying cerebral amyloid angiopathy, particularly when they have a lobar location
(Fig. 4). By contrast, microbleeds with a deep location are supposedly related to vascular hypertension.
Microbleeds often occur in the presence of other
expressions of small vessel disease, but may also
occur in isolation. In line with this observation, we
found that risk factors for WMH and microbleeds
differ, with age, hypertension, smoking, and lacunes
being related to the presence of WMH, while male
gender, higher blood pressure, lower CSF A␤, and
APOE ε4 homozygosity were related to microbleeds, suggesting that microbleeds are related to
the AD disease pathophysiology [148]. In a series
of papers, we established the clinical significance

Fig. 4. An axial MRI image of a susceptibility weighted image
(SWI) that provides information on the presence of microbleeds
(arrows; occipital part of the cortex). This is an image of a 68-yearold male with a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. On presentation,
he had an MMSE of 23. On MRI, there was evidence of moderate
atrophy of the medial temporal lobe, mild global cortical atrophy,
beginning confluent white matter hyperintensities and multiple
microbleeds (mostly with a lobar location).

of microbleeds and found that patients with many
microbleeds have worse cognitive performance at
baseline, more WMH, and more abnormal CSF concentrations of A␤ despite similar disease duration and
degree of atrophy [149]. In follow-up studies, we confirmed that AD patients with microbleeds have lower
levels of CSF A␤ [150, 151]. Furthermore, microbleeds are associated with an increased risk of stroke
and mortality, but not of more rapid cognitive decline
[131, 152, 153]. Finally, we observed over a followup period of two years that 12% of patients developed
new microbleeds, showing that novel microbleeds
develop in a naturalistic cohort [154]. Determinants
of new microbleeds were APOE ε4 genotype, presence and progression of MRI measures of small
vessel disease, and vascular risk factors.
Cerebral blood ﬂow
In the quest for the combination of AD and vascular pathology, cerebral blood flow is an interesting
measure. ASL allows quantitative and regional measurement of cerebral perfusion. Using ASL, we
observed reduced cerebral blood flow in AD patients
and other types of dementia compared with controls
[24, 25, 96]. Furthermore, cerebral perfusion is associated with cognitive impairment and rate of cognitive
decline over time [129, 155]. It is unclear whether
cerebral perfusion is reduced as a consequence of
cerebrovascular pathology (i.e., indication of vessel
disease), or whether atrophy of the brain results in less
demand for oxygen (i.e., indication of neurodegeneration). Similar and independent associations of whole
brain volume and WMH with ASL measured cerebral
blood flow suggest that cerebral perfusion may reflect
the combined disease burden of neurodegeneration
and small vessel disease [156]. This could make ASL
particularly suitable as a secondary outcome measure
for clinical trials. We are currently performing a trial
in patients with vascular cognitive impairment with
a physical activity intervention, where we use ASL
measured cerebral blood flow as the primary outcome
measure [157].
OUTLOOK: WHAT DID WE BRING THE
PATIENT
Looking back over the past 17 years, the Amsterdam approach of closely linking care and research has
proven quite fruitful. What are the lessons learned?
The most important starting-point is the multidisciplinary nature of both care and research of dementia.
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It is essential to involve all stakeholders from the
beginning and show them that by creating this workup
in the sense of standardizing assessments and providing data for research, there is added value for
all. As such, our program has been beneficial not
only for the Alzheimer center itself, which is based
at the department of Neurology, but also for other
departments throughout the hospital and our research
institute Amsterdam Neuroscience. As a result, all
partners are committed to keep the program running
smoothly. The Dutch health care system provides
coverage for all the investigations carried out, as indicated by the national guidelines. Collection of CSF
has been done within the research setting and paid
out of research budgets until 2015, when, based on
available evidence, it was put into routine practice.
Our recommendation is to engage in discussion with
all partners involved and show them that combining
research and care will benefit all and, in the end, will
yield more than it costs.
If we try to summarize what our research within
the ADC cohort, in which our patients helped us to
answer questions, yielded to our patients, we like to
illustrate this by focusing on the three most important
questions patients ask when they come to the clinic.
1. What is my diagnosis?
Since the start of the ADC we have come a long
way in answering this question. We helped develop
MRI, CSF, and PET biomarkers to the point that most
of them have reached the clinic and can be used diagnostically with high positive and negative likelihood
ratios, mainly in the distinction between AD and normal aging and other dementias, even at the MCI stage
and be prognostic in the SCD stage. The added effect
in terms of diagnostic certainty, ability to increase
clinician’s confidence, and ability to change management has become evident. Current IWG and NIA/AA
criteria highlight the status of the markers in research
and clinical practice. In the current situation, amyloid
PET is available for care, but only a small number
of patients each year receive a clinical amyloid PET
scan. In the large majority of cases, amyloid PET is
still offered as part of a research program. Tau imaging is only performed in the context of research. By
contrast, DAT-SPECT and FDG-PET are available for
care. Despite the advances in diagnostic tests for AD,
we have done less well in finding and testing biomarkers for the other degenerative dementias, but specific
MRI patterns, FDG-PET changes, and absence
of amyloid may help the clinician tremendously.
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Challenges for the near future are: specific biomarkers in CSF for other types of dementia, clinical
validation of tau-PET and development of novel tracers (both specific for other types of dementia and
capturing other aspects of AD), and finding bloodbased biomarkers, which could serve as a screening
tool.
2. What is my prognosis?
Contrary to what we hoped and aimed for,
biomarker prediction of the course of the disease in
AD patients is still very difficult. Even though on a
group level we have found some indicators of faster
or slower progression, precision is still too low to
allow direct translation to individual patients. Yet,
the worldwide availability of ever-growing data sets
such as ours may make it possible to think of a future
of precision medicine, where we are actually able
to use biomarker information to provide individual
patients with tailored prognostic information. As part
of the ongoing ABIDE study, we have developed a
biomarker prediction tool which allows a clinician
to interpret biomarker levels of an individual patient
to individualized risk probabilities [101]. If validated
in other cohorts, such a tool may help clinicians and
patients to determine the course of the illness and
improve management of the disease.
3. Is there a therapy?
Beyond what we currently can do with
cholinesterase inhibitors and memantine, there
is virtually nothing we can offer our patients other
than organizing care, lifestyle advice, and the
possibility to enter clinical trial programs. Therefore,
at the VUmc Alzheimer center, we attempt to
provide patients and their families with high quality
information on their—often relatively rare—disease.
We offer care counseling by a specialized nurse and
genetic counseling for individuals with a suspicious
family history. In addition, we organize support
groups for specific patient groups, including PCA,
FTD, and primary progressive aphasia. We organize
monthly ‘lunch and learn’ meetings to inform
patients, their families, and care professionals on
current issues in care and research. Finally, our
website has been designed in such a way that
patients can find a lot of information on their disease,
including a forum and research blog functionality.
However, in view of the huge progress in the field as
described above, the ultimate outlook for developing
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drugs to target the underlying pathology, amyloid and
tau, seems at the horizon. A biomarker-based diagnosis is key to the development of proper personalized
treatment and is essential to advance the field [5]. We
expect that by 2025, both diagnosis and treatment of
dementia will have changed profoundly, in such a way
that a molecular diagnosis (which proteinopathies
contribute to which extent to the clinical picture in
a given patient) will form the basis for personalized
therapy, targeted at specific proteinopathies. For that
scenario to become real, a huge amount of research
effort still needs to be done, and we are confident and
happy to be able to contribute to these exciting times
with the ongoing Amsterdam Dementia Cohort!
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